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Novel multi-beam X-ray source for vacuum electronics enabled medical imaging applications1
V. BOGDAN NECULAES, GE Global Research
For almost 100 of years, commercial medical X-ray applications have relied heavily on X-ray tube architectures based on
the vacuum electronics design developed by William Coolidge at the beginning of the twentieth century. Typically, the
Coolidge design employs one hot tungsten ﬁlament as the electron source; the output of the tube is one X-ray beam. This
X-ray source architecture is the state of the art in today’s commercial medical imaging applications, such as Computed
Tomography. Recently, GE Global Research has demonstrated the most dramatic extension of the Coolidge vacuum tube
design for Computed Tomography (CT) in almost a century: a multi-beam X-ray source containing thirty two cathodes
emitting up to 1000 mA, in a cathode grounded – anode at potential architecture (anode up to 140 kV) [1,2]. This talk
will present the challenges of the X-ray multi-beam vacuum source design – space charge electron gun design, beam focusing
to compression ratios needed in CT medical imaging applications (image resolution is critically dependent on how well the
electron beam is focused in vacuum X-ray tubes), electron emitter choice to ﬁt the aggressive beam current requirements,
novel electronics for beam control and focusing, high voltage and vacuum solutions, as well as vacuum chamber design to
sustain the considerable G forces typically encountered on a CT gantry (an X-ray vacuum tube typically rotates on the CT
gantry at less than 0.5 s per revolution). Consideration will be given to various electron emitter technologies available for
this application – tungsten emitters, dispenser cathodes and carbon nano tubes (CNT) [3, 4] – and their tradeoﬀs. The
medical beneﬁts potentially enabled by this unique vacuum multi-beam X-ray source are: X-ray dose reduction, reduction
of image artifacts and improved image resolution.
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